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For anyone wishing to embark on a software career it is necessary to gain first-hand knowledge of
software processes, development and techniques. Technical skills are extremely crucial in a
software career as are other soft skills. Quality assurance is one popular field in the software
industry and requires highly specialized knowledge. Actually, quality assurance can be applied to
any business or non-business fields in a broad sense as essentially it means quality control and
ensuring that no glitches take place right from the onset of the project. Quality assurance testing
means that the team understands the project and its challenges right at the beginning itself so that it
gives them enough time and scope to iron out glitches, come up with better testing environments
and configurations. It allows the team to establish a good communication system between each
member in order to formulate a good testing plan which is in accordance with the standards laid
down.  For this enrolling in quality assurance training program is very useful.  The QA course outline
of a reputed training institute will include the basics as well as advanced learning depending upon
the level chosen.

Typically, QA course outline comprises of a short and flexible learning period during which students
are taught the various aspects and nuances of quality assurance. Although this course is very useful
and almost mandatory for novices to the software industry, it is also very handy for software
professionals. Software professionals can improve their skills and keep themselves up-to-date with
newer methods in quality assurance. At the introductory level, the QA course outline would
comprise of the basic testing concepts and SDLC or software development life cycle.
Customer/server web applications also form part of the curriculum. Various documentation
processes like business requirement documents and functional requirement documents are also
taught. System design specification is included in the course.

Since testing is the cornerstone of quality assurance, various testing strategies like test
plans/scenarios, test cases or scripts, test summary reports, test planning and strategies, testing
types and standards, STLC or software testing life cycle, test data, execution, logs and reports all
form part of the QA course outline.Students are taught the basics of manual testing tools, severity
vs. priority, traceability matrix, V-model, agile, RUP and sandbox environment/production. Technical
skills like knowing how to utilize testing techniques like white box testing, black box testing, grey box
testing are essential features of the course. Also included in the QA course outline are different
types of testing like unit testing, system testing, integration testing, load/performance testing,
regression testing, stress testing, functionality testing, compatibility testing, smoke testing, user
acceptance testing, sanity testing and backend as well as security testing.

Bug and defect reporting processes, Structured Query Language (SQL)Basic Programming
Concept, Quality Center(QC), Quick Test Professional(QTP) , load runner, bug tracker, snag it tool
are other features of QA course outline. Job placement is taken very seriously and students are
given all help possible to secure good and well-paying jobs when students enrol in an established
quality assurance training institute.
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RAMKY - About Author:
In case you are looking for a website where you can undergo the right training along with assurance
of landing a great job look no further. We train you the best! We are a  www.training-specialists.com
.Our  a  Quality Assurance Course Outline 
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